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Section-A

1.

Answer the following question:
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(a)
(b)
(c)

Give an example of a compact space which is not
What is B olzano Weierstrass Property.
Prove that every discrete space (X,Y) containing

(d)
(e)
(D
(e)
(h)

If (X,Y) is connected, then write all components of

than one point is

disconnected.

(i)
0)
2.

Define net.
Define ultra-filter
What is Zorn's lemma?
Give an example of a directed set.
Define Tychoroff cube.
Define metr izable sp ace.

Answer the following question:
(a) Show that Cantor's set is compact.
(b) Let (R,U) be a topologieal space and EcR then prove
an internal .
(c) Show that arbitr ary intersection filters on a non-empty
(d) Show that product space of two Hausdorff spaces is
(e) Let (X,D) be any discrete topological space. Show
converges to a point rs e X iff f is eventually in {xo }
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E is connected if E is

X is a filter on X.
a net (f,x,A,>) in X

Section-B

lZxS
3.

(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)

4.

(a)
(b)

Theorem.

State and prove Heine Borel
Prove that continuous image of a compact space is
OR
topological space
act
countably
comp
Prove that a
Show that every comp act topological space is
converse need not be true.
'

BWP
comp act

but

non-empty proper
Prove that a topological space X is connected iff
subset of X has a non-empty frontier.
Let {C7: 7 e a} be a family of connected subsets of space X of such that
n {C7: 7 € r} * A, then prove that U {C7: 7 € n} fs

the

(a)

(b)

5. (a)
(b)

Let (X,Y) be a topological space and YcX. Then
no net in X-Y can converge to a point in Y.
Prove that every filter on asset X is contained in an
OR

space

l)

(X,Y) are the

exists a continuous

that Y is Y-open

iff

filter on X

Prove that a topological space (X,Y) is Housdorff
in X has a unique limit.
Late A be any non-void family of subsets of a set
exists a filter an X, containing A iff A has FIP.

every convergent filter

every net in X has a

(b)

Prove that a topological I space (X,Y) is Housborff
unique limit.
Prove that a topological space X,Y) is compact
cluster
OR

(a)

Prove that

(a)

(b)

6. (a)

7

OR
Prove that the components B of a totally
singleton subsets of X.
Prove that a topological space X is disconnected iff
mapping and X on to the discrete two points space t

point.
a

topological space

is comp act iff

Then prove that there

every net in

X has a

ultra-filter in

is

convergent.

(b)

Let E be a connected subset of a Space X.
E c F c E they prove that F is connected.

(a)
(b)

Prove that the product space XxY is connected
State and prove Alexander sub-base lemma.
OR
Stand and prove Urysohnmetrization theorem

If F is
iff X

subset of

X

such that

Y are connected.

